
Greek 
Philosophy

Socrates, Plato and 
Aristotle



Today’s Objectives
Define “philosophy”

Explain the philosophy of

Socrates

Plato

Aristotle



What is philosophy?
The word philosophy means “love of wisdom.”

A philosopher is a person who uses reasoning to try to acquire wisdom about life or 
the universe.

Greek philosophers often mixed theories about life and spirituality with theories 
about science and the way the world works. 

Many of them have been deeply influential for thousands of years.



Socrates (469 BC - 399 BC)
Grew up during Golden Age of Athens

Fought in Peloponnesian War and saw Athens 
crumble during it

Did not write anything down, his student, 
Plato, wrote about him

Studied ethics- what does it mean to live a 
good, moral life?

Taught by asking questions instead of giving 
answers



Claimed he did not have any 
wisdom, which he said also made 
him very wise

Many found him annoying, and he 
was often unpopular because he 
pointed out people’s faults

Was accused of treating young 
men to be disrespectful and 
selfish

He was convicted and sentenced 
to death by poison

He obeyed the law



Plato
Socrates’ student

Left Athens when Socrates was executed

Traveled around Europe

Returned to Athens and started a school called the 
Academy

Wrote down “dialogues” based on Socrates’ teaching

Believed that mathematics led to pure truth

Suggested there are two worlds- a perfect world of 
ideals and then the world we live in, which is imperfect



Aristotle
Student of Plato, born in Macedonia

Father was a doctor, who taught him to be 
observant

Collected and examined and dissected insects, 
animals and plants

Developed the basis for scientific research and the 

scientific method

Believed the purpose of life was to avoid extremes, 
and live moderately (not too evil, not too perfect)

His dominating influence lasted for centuries



Read pages 62-68


